1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

In recent years, the interest in profiling hospital performance has grown among different stakeholders including government and health insurers, hospitals and clinicians, and last but not least the patients. Health-care quality thus deserves careful statistical analysis yielding relevant and relatively simple measures with clear interpretation for hospital evaluation.

In this article, we focus on statistical methods to estimate center performance on a binary quality indicator such as 30-day mortality. Causal inference methods will be adopted to adjust for measured confounding by differential patient mix (e.g. initial disease status, age). This is important ([@KXU019C3]; [@KXU019C2]) as centers treating more severely ill patients tend to have higher mortality irrespective of treatment quality. Most literature uses indirect standardization to adjust for patient mix ([@KXU019C21]; [@KXU019C20]). This involves contrasting the observed average quality outcome in each center with what it would have been for their patients if "the average level of care over all centers" applied. This is particularly helpful for policy makers when deciding where to best spend resources for quality improvement. However, when centers are expected to provide good health care on the overall patient population, directly standardized outcomes may be of greater interest. This potential full population risk in each center will be our focus. It makes us consider how the entire study population would have fared under the current level of care of each center.

Random effects models which incorporate patient-specific baseline covariates are routinely applied for indirect standardization ([@KXU019C14]), and can also be used for direct standardization. The main advantage of these models is that they severely reduce the effective model dimension, thereby avoiding problems of overfitting. However, two main shortcomings deserve more in-depth study: shrinkage and model extrapolation. First, estimates for small centers may shrink severely toward the population mean, resulting in bias and power loss for these centers ([@KXU019C12]). This is a major concern because the quality of care in small centers is sometimes questioned, in view of their potentially more limited surgical experience or medical infrastructure ([@KXU019C19]). Fixed effects (FE) models are no viable substitute in settings encountering many centers with often small numbers of registered patients, where this method suffers from bias and convergence problems ([@KXU019C11]). In this article, we will investigate whether this limitation can be overcome via the Firth correction for fixed center effects models ([@KXU019C4]). Secondly, when case-mix differs severely between centers, results from the default fixed and random effects models can become very sensitive to model misspecification which is hard to detect ([@KXU019C18]). We aim to overcome this using doubly robust methods ([@KXU019C16]) that build on a fixed center effects model (with Firth correction) but utilize inverse weighting by the so-called propensity score (PS) ([@KXU019C20]), which is the probability of being treated in the observed center based on patient characteristics.

These statistical methods will be compared in terms of their support for correct detection of low- and more importantly high-risk centers. For this purpose, we will adapt the decision criterion suggested by [@KXU019C12] to the framework of direct standardization. Specifically, we will seek solid statistical evidence of a clinically relevant difference between the potential full population risk from a given center and the observed population risk.

Comparisons are made in two case studies: a simulation study on quality insurance for rectal cancer treatment in Belgium and an analysis of quality of care data from the Swedish Stroke Register ([@KXU019C1]). They reflect markedly different settings with chronic versus acute illness, with major versus more limited differences in case-mix, with small versus larger center sizes, and with a limited versus rich set of patient covariates.

2.. Profiling center performance: framework {#s2}
===========================================
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2.1. Direct versus indirect standardization {#s2a}
-------------------------------------------

Direct standardization aims to infer the potential full population risk for each center $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$c$\end{document}$. A main feature of direct standardization is that the patient mix used for comparison is a common set of subjects. As such, center comparisons are based on their current performance in the extended patient population, where the extent of extrapolation from each center\'s own patient population depends on how case-mix differs between centers. This approach may thus evaluate a center\'s performance based on patients it is not likely to treat.

In contrast, indirect standardization focuses on what a center achieves for its own patient mix. For instance, the frequently used standardized mortality ratio (SMR) takes the ratio of the center\'s observed risk and the expected risk if these patients would experience the average care level across all centers where center performance levels were uniformly distributed, i.e. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Direct and indirect standardization extrapolate observations to a general population or a general care level, respectively. This may result in different comparisons, as illustrated in Table [1](#KXU019TB1){ref-type="table"} where centers 1 and 2 have the same patient-specific mortality risks, but differ in patient mix. Following indirect standardization, these centers are classified as having different performance because their patient mix differs. Moreover, results depend on whether indirect standardization is based on SMRs or excess risks, because small absolute differences can result in large relative differences and vice versa. Therefore, when indirectly standardized outcomes are of interest, we would recommend excess risks emphasizing the possibly large extrapolation of center performance. The directly standardized risks on the other hand detect equal quality of care in centers 1 and 2, because of their equal patient-specific mortality risks. They also allow for direct comparison with the overall risk of 7.02%, but may involve serious extrapolation when the patient population of that center differs substantially from the overall population. Table 1.Artificial example comparing center performance based on indirect and direct standardizationMortality risk (no. patients)Indirect standardizationDirect standardization$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.2. Decision criterion for labeling centers {#s2b}
--------------------------------------------

In Section 3, we will compare statistical methods for direct standardization in terms of correctly detecting low- and more importantly high-risk centers. Therefore, following a proposal first introduced in a Bayesian context ([@KXU019C12]), we will classify a center as low/high risk if the data provide sufficient evidence that the potential risk $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The previous criterion has close links to the often used frequentist criterion ([@KXU019C3]) whereby a center $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$k=0.975$\end{document}$. A key drawback of this criterion is that it disregards clinical significance. In particular, large centers are virtually guaranteed to exclude the population average risk and thus will nearly always be labeled statistically significant low-/high-risk centers.

Pure ranking based on the estimated potential risk is dangerous as it is oblivious to a clinical appreciation of differences between centers as well as to uncertainty. Large differences in ranks may correspond with small clinical differences and vice versa. Moreover, uncertainty around the ranking is often substantial (especially for small centers) and confidence intervals may tend to overlap for different centers ([@KXU019C21]). Although ranking based on the estimated probability of exceeding performance can be considered ([@KXU019C12]), we believe its inherent property of masking the size of differences in center performance demands careful interpretation involving additional information; it will therefore not be considered in this paper.

3.. Regression methods {#s3}
======================

We will now discuss different methods to estimate the potential full population risk $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.1. Normal mixed effects model {#s3a}
-------------------------------

We will first focus on outcome regression models that postulate that, in each center $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The evaluation of center performance is often based on Bayesian normal mixed effects (ME) models. These augment model ([3.2](#KXU019M3x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with a normal random effects distribution $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An advantage of the Bayesian over a frequentist approach based on empirical best linear unbiased predictions ([@KXU019C17]) is that, by using MCMC algorithms, one can directly obtain posterior estimates and variances of even complicated transformations such as ([3.3](#KXU019M3x3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) without the need for large sample justifications, provided a sufficient number of MCMC iterations are run ([@KXU019C13]). Prior information can be incorporated in Bayesian models through an informative prior distribution. When no such information is available, a normal distribution with large variance as non-informative prior on center level may still be hard to justify as the center effects could follow a longer-tailed distribution such as the Student\'s $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.2. Reducing shrinkage {#s3b}
-----------------------

### 3.2.1. Clustered normal ME model {#s3b1}

The mixture model of [@KXU019C14] forms a first approach considered to reduce shrinkage. This involves assigning the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\sigma _k^2$\end{document}$ within the cluster. In this process, we let each center have an *a priori* equal probability of belonging to each cluster without the size or performance of the clusters being predefined. When *a priori* knowledge of clustered center performance is available (e.g. when large centers are expected to have better facilities resulting in better performance ([@KXU019C19])), it can be incorporated by giving centers a larger prior probability for specific clusters.

### 3.2.2. FE logistic regression model with Firth correction {#s3b2}

Shrinkage can alternatively be reduced using maximum likelihood estimation for the FE logistic regression model ([3.2](#KXU019M3x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, because of overfitting the resulting estimator ([3.3](#KXU019M3x3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) may behave erratically when there are centers with few events: besides convergence problems, there may be substantial finite sample bias and large variance ([@KXU019C15]). The ME approach of Section 3.1 accommodated this by imposing a normal distribution on the center effects. Here, we will consider the Firth corrected FE method instead.
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}{}$|I({\boldsymbol \beta }, {\boldsymbol \psi })|^{1/2}$\end{document}$ equals Jeffreys' invariant prior, Firth correction is equivalent to penalization of the likelihood by Jeffreys' prior ([@KXU019C9]), suggesting that Firth corrected maximum likelihood estimates are also subject to shrinkage. However, Jeffreys' prior is invariant under reparameterization and has the key feature of being non-informative. The latter, coupled with its defining bias reduction property, implies that it may result in less shrinkage compared with the use of a normal prior. There is evidence that it may also perform better in terms of other properties such as finiteness of the estimator and coverage of confidence intervals ([@KXU019C9]). We will investigate this in our setting through simulations in Section 4. In [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxu019/-/DC1) (Sections 1.1 and 1.2), we give additional detail on the Firth correction and show how to estimate the asymptotic variance of the resulting estimate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.3. Accounting for model extrapolation: doubly robust PS method {#s3c}
----------------------------------------------------------------

All previous methods suffer from a risk of extrapolation as they require predicting for each patient how he/she would fare if the care level of a given center $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$c$\end{document}$ applied. When case-mix differs across centers, especially when there are strong confounders, such extrapolation may not be justified. Even models that seem to fit the observed data well may then be misspecified and imply serious model extrapolation, resulting in bias and underestimated uncertainty ([@KXU019C18]). This is illustrated in [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxu019/-/DC1) (Figure [3](#KXU019F3){ref-type="fig"}) where we consider two centers with strongly differential case-mix: one center has patients older than 60 and the other does not. We find strong model extrapolation that may not get reflected in standard errors, so the user is left without warning ([@KXU019C18]). Similar concerns are warranted for standard indirect standardization methods as these extrapolate stratum-specific center effects to the patients of each given center.
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Small centers can give problematically small estimated PS values, especially when its patient case-mix is very different from that of other large centers. We therefore stabilize the PS for each center by dividing all estimates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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4.. Results {#s4}
===========

4.1. Simulation study application: Belgian colorectal cancer register {#s4a}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The Belgian cancer register collected data on colorectal cancer diagnosis and follow-up between 2006 and 2010. This fairly young register with voluntary participation has a national coverage of about $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We will compare the performance of the normal ME, clustered normal ME, Firth corrected FE, and doubly robust PS methods (Section 3) via simulation experiments that reflect the structure of these data. Comparisons are based on the power and type I error of center classification following the profiling technique described in Section 2.2 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$k$\end{document}$) tolerance levels and the distribution of true alternatives, which are fixed here. Details on the simulation study are given in [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxu019/-/DC1) (Section 2.1). Results are shown in Table [2](#KXU019TB2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [1](#KXU019F1){ref-type="fig"}, where it can be seen that the power to detect low-risk centers is generally smaller than the power to detect high-risk centers. This is expected because of the lower number of events and closeness to the boundary for low mortality risk. Because of shrinkage, the normal ME method has very low power and appears unable to detect many of the low-/high-risk centers. Mistakenly classifying centers as low/high mortality risk is equally rare for these methods. Table 2.Center classification $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Interestingly, the clustered normal ME method is not performing better. This blind clustering, i.e. irrespective of center characteristics, thus requires considerable computing effort with no payback at the considered sample size. While similar in terms of power, the doubly robust PS method makes more Type I errors than the FE method because of the lower coverage of the nevertheless on average wider confidence intervals. Although the doubly robust PS method has potential value in realistic settings with strong confounding because of its robustness against model misspecification, confidence intervals with better finite sample performance are needed before routine application can be recommended. The percentage of centers that are correctly classified is similar for all methods. For the ME methods, unlike for the other methods, this is the result of classifying nearly all centers as "accepted" (see Figure [1](#KXU019F1){ref-type="fig"}).

In [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxu019/-/DC1) (Section 2.1), we provide additional simulation results: Applying the Firth correction did not severely influence the results of the uncorrected FE methods, but ensured convergence in the presence of very small centers. Doubling the sample size especially increased the accuracy of the ME methods. When only one (outcome or PS) model is misspecified, we found some evidence favoring the doubly robust PS method over the FE method.
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The fewer centers classified as low/high risk by the normal ME method are also found by the other methods. This can be seen in Figure [2](#KXU019F2){ref-type="fig"}, which displays the observed center-specific risk $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the doubly robust method, we observe wider confidence intervals especially for the small centers. This may be related to the generally lower efficiency of this method, but also be more honestly reflecting the uncertainty on the potential risk estimates. Unlike the other two methods, the ME method did not classify any of the very small centers as low risk. This is due to shrinkage to which especially the smallest centers are very sensitive.

5.. Discussion {#s5}
==============

We have proposed and compared approaches to evaluate the performance of clinical centers via direct standardization. This involves comparing centers in terms of the potential risk if the full study population were treated at the current level of care of the given center. A key feature is that the evaluation of all centers is based on the same reference population, while each center will have treated a subset. Especially when centers can be chosen freely, this cuts bias out of the current center performance. Alternatively, indirect standardization, which is more widely used ([@KXU019C2]; [@KXU019C20]), evaluates each center on its own patient population and is of particular relevance when centers tend to differ in their patient mix. Both standardizations have their virtues and in future work we will develop similar analysis strategies for indirect standardization.

We have compared three statistical regression methods for direct standardization based on random or fixed center effects, the latter in combination with the Firth correction or weighting by the reciprocal of the PS to be treated in the observed center. Our primary focus on frequentist methods was motivated by the fact that they are less computer-intensive and avoid the need to specify prior distributions about which no information was available in our case studies. A crucial and unverifiable assumption for all considered methods is that the included set of baseline patient characteristics is sufficient to adjust for confounding of the center-outcome effect. This drives the variable selection at the design stage of disease registers. In case of violations, results will be biased and one may want to consider other methods such as those using instrumental variables ([@KXU019C7]).

In the first case study, we found that shrinkage following traditional ME modeling results in substantial power loss compared with the suggested alternatives, especially for small centers. Although we used direct standardization, these findings correspond to those observed for indirect standardization in [@KXU019C2]. The Firth corrected FE model as well as the doubly robust PS method recovered power, while maintaining convergence in the presence of very small centers. In the second case study, shrinkage was still present under the normal ME model, but disappeared using the Firth correction (see [supplementary material available at *Biostatistics* online](http://biostatistics.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/biostatistics/kxu019/-/DC1), Section 2.2). As a result, fewer centers were classified as low/high risk under the random compared with the fixed center effects models.

In the simulation study, the Firth corrected FE method outperformed the doubly robust PS method, although differences were relatively minor. While routine application of the doubly robust PS method in its current form is not recommended, it may be of potential interest in settings with strongly differential case-mix ([@KXU019C20]). In such settings, standard variable selection procedures for outcome regression models which force the center effects into the model have a tendency, as a result of multicollinearity, to exclude patient characteristics that are strongly correlated with center choice so that their effects get attributed to differences between centers. This may in turn yield model extrapolation with biased and misleadingly precise center effect estimates ([@KXU019C22]). The doubly robust PS method helps to protect against this. By also modeling the effect of patient characteristics on the center choice, strong predictors of center choice are potentially more likely to be picked up in variable selection procedures ([@KXU019C8]). In future work, it will therefore be of interest to evaluate how the considered methods perform when combined with variable selection. Double robustness moreover protects against misspecification of the outcome model when the model for center choice is correct. It thereby lessens the concern for violation of the assumption of equal covariate effects across centers.
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